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CNN Poll: Democrats Say Anybody but Biden for President
in 2024
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Poor Joe Biden. He can’t catch a break. Each
poll shows him losing to the American
people as his failed and destructive policies
take hold: reducing the standard of living of
the middle class, issuing mandates where
none are necessary (or constitutional),
scaring people with an incomprehensibly
large national debt they know will never be
paid off, and presenting himself as an aged
and increasingly inept leader of the free
world.

The latest poll from CNN, of all places,
confirms and even amplifies his troubles:
nearly three out of every four Democrats —
Democrats! — want someone other than old
Joe to run in 2024.

It gets worse. Those polled by SSRS for CNN, which released the results on Sunday, don’t really care
who Democrats run in 2024, so long as it isn’t Biden!

Bernie Sanders got five percent support, while Michelle Obama received four percent. Kamala Harris
received a nearly invisible two percent from those even willing to offer an alternative to Joe. Most of
those polled couldn’t come up with a viable alternative. Falling into the “virtually invisible” category to
replace him were Pete Buttigieg, Elizabeth Warren, AOC, Oprah, Cory Booker, Stacey Adams, and Amy
Klobuchar.

When pressed by SSRS, the 1,500-plus respondents didn’t think Biden could run successfully against
whomever the Republicans run. A third said he was too old (he’s 79 now and will turn 82 in November
2024), while the rest of them couldn’t come up with a good reason — they just want him gone.

It gets worse: Republicans can hardly wait for 2024 to rid themselves of the Democratic disaster —
according to SSRS, more than eight out of 10 Republicans were looking forward to 2024, while barely
four out of 10 Democrats were.

Democrats know the shellacking they are likely to take. If the midterms shape up the way current polls
are showing, 2024 could be an utter and complete disaster for them and their party.  

Under Trump Americans saw a glimpse of how great America could become, given the right policies
while following the Constitution. They can hardly wait for the chance to rid themselves of the fallout of
failed Democratic policies and put the nation back on the path to greatness.

Ed Morrissey, writing for Hot Air, called the opposition to Biden exposed by CNN “dead weight”:

If you’re a Democrat running in the midterms, what does this tell you — besides “retire”?
These negative numbers within their own base [portend] a turnout nightmare for
Democratic incumbents. The dead weight of that level of opposition to Biden makes a red
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wave in both chambers of Congress all but certain if something doesn’t improve quickly. But
with Biden’s legislation stalled out, inflation increasing, and the White House refusing to
read the room on COVID restrictions, there’s no path for this to improve … and still room for
it to get worse.

About the only thing that could turn the Democrats’ ship around would be a shooting war in Europe.
Most Americans, regardless of their extreme distaste for the present occupant of the White House,
would likely rally around him if American soldiers were committed in some phony, fake, trumped-up
excuse to meddle in someone else’s business overseas.

Ukraine might just fit that bill.
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